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We present a proof-produ ing sear h engine for solving the
Boolean satis ability problem. We show how the proof-produ ing infrastru ture an be used to tra k the dependen y information needed to
implement important optimizations found in modern SAT solvers. We
also des ribe how the same sear h engine an be extended to work with
de ision pro edures for quanti er-free rst-order logi . Initial results indi ate that it is possible to extend a state-of-the-art SAT solver with
proof produ tion in a way that both preserves the algorithmi performan e (e.g. the number of de isions to solve a problem) and does not
in ur unreasonable overhead for the proofs.

Abstra t.

1 Introdu tion
De ision pro edures for domain-spe i
rst-order theories have be ome important tools for many veri ation appli ations. Two of the primary hallenges in
reating a pra ti al implementation of su h de ision pro edures are ensuring orre tness and a hieving adequate performan e. The addition of proof produ tion
an help a omplish both of these goals.
Many arguments have been made for adding proof produ tion to automated
theorem provers. For example, proofs provide additional reliability and the ability to he k a result independently using a trusted proof- he ker. We advo ate
proof produ tion for an additional reason: the proof infrastru ture tra ks dependen ies among assumed and derived fa ts during the proof sear h. These
dependen ies apture exa tly the information that is needed to to determine the
ause of ea h on i t during the proof sear h, making it easy to generate on i t
lauses. As des ribed in Se tion 3, on i t lauses are an essential ingredient of
eÆ ient SAT algorithms.
Although other methods exist for generating on i t lauses when the input
to the SAT solver is a Boolean formula, our algorithm an produ e on i t
lauses when extended to quanti er-free rst order logi .
The paper is organized as follows. Following a survey of related work, Se tion 2 des ribes our proof system and a simple proof-produ ing SAT solver.
?
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Then, in Se tion 3, we give an overview of the performan e enhan ements used
in modern SAT solvers. Se tion 4 gives a detailed implementation of an eÆ ient
proof-produ ing SAT solver, and Se tion 5 dis usses the extension to quanti erfree rst-order logi . Se tion 6 on ludes.
1.1

Related Work

In the past few years, there has been signi ant interest in ombining de ision
pro edures for rst-order theories with SAT [1{3, 8, 16, 7℄. The implementations
des ribed in these approa hes treat the SAT solver more or less as a bla k box. In
parti ular, the rst-order problem must rst be translated into a purely Boolean
problem. Often, valuable stru tural information is lost during su h a translation.
In ontrast, our approa h integrates the SAT solver with the rst-order de ision
pro edures, allowing stru tural information to be preserved. In addition, hybrid systems whi h use available SAT solvers are unable to produ e proofs. Our
integrated solver does produ e proofs.
Re ently, there has been some work done on proof-produ ing SAT solvers
[10, 17℄. However, the \proof" produ ed by these solvers is really just a s ript
whi h enables another, presumably trusted, solver to dupli ate the steps taken
by the original solver. Though this does in rease on den e in the solution, it
does not a tually produ e a proof obje t whi h an be he ked by a theorem
prover. In our approa h, an a tual proof obje t an be produ ed. This proof
an then be he ked by a small trusted theorem prover whi h does not need to
in lude a SAT solver.
Previous work at Stanford on proof-produ ing de ision pro edures ulminated with the proof-produ ing tool CVC [14, 15℄. CVC in ludes two options for
solving the Boolean part of the problem: a slow SAT solver that produ es proofs
and a fast SAT solver that does not produ e proofs. The urrent resear h aims
to ombine these approa hes, resulting in solver whi h is both fast and able to
produ e proofs.

2 A Simple Proof-Produ ing SAT solver
Consider the simple propositional logi des ribed in Fig. 1. A propositional formula is built from the onstant formulas > (always true) and ? (always false),
propositional variables (i.e. variables that an either be assigned true or false),
and Boolean operators (^, _, :). A literal is a propositional variable or the negation of a propositional variable. We also de ne 1 ! 2 to be an abbreviation
for :1 _ 2 , and 1 $ 2 to be an abbreviation for (1 ! 2 ) ^ (1 ! 2 ).
Given su h a formula, the goal of SAT is to nd an assignment of true or
false to ea h variable su h that the formula evaluates (under the obvious standard
semanti s) to true.
If no satisfying assignment exists, a formula is said to be unsatis able. Given
an unsatis able propositional formula , a proof system should be able to produ e a proof of :. We now introdu e a proof system for a omplishing this task
whi h is based on natural dedu tion.

propositional formula ::= > | ? | propositional variable
| propositional formula ^ propositional formula
| propositional formula _ propositional formula
| :propositional formula
Fig. 1.

2.1

Propositional logi

Proof System

A proof is a tree, ea h of whose nodes is labeled with a formula. The formulas
at the leaves of the tree are alled assumptions. Assumptions may be designated
as open or losed.
A sequent is a pair ` , where is a set of formulas and  is a formula.
Sin e we are often interested only in the assumptions and the on lusion (the
formula labeling the root) of a proof, the sequent `  is used to represent any
proof whose open assumptions are among and whose on lusion is .
A proof rule or inferen e rule is a fun tion whi h takes one or more proofs
( alled premises) and returns a new proof whose root node has ea h of the input
proofs as its su essors. A proof rule spe i es the formula whi h should label the
new root node and may also hange the designation of one or more assumptions
from open to losed.
Proof rules depend only on the assumptions and on lusions of their premises
and an thus be des ribed using sequents. We denote a proof rule as follows:

P1

Pn



C

where the Pi 's are sequents for the premises and C is a sequent representing
the new proof tree. The proof rule takes any set of proofs whi h mat h the Pi 's
and returns a new proof whose root is labeled by the right-hand side of C . If an
assumption appears in some Pi but not in C , then that assumption is losed in
the proof tree onstru ted by the proof rule. If there are no premises, the rule is
alled an axiom. We will des ribe the proof rules of our system below.
A sequent `  is valid if the onjun tion of the assumptions in implies
. A proof rule is sound if the validity of all its premises implies the validity of
the on lusion. The set of valid proofs are those whi h an be onstru ted using
the proof rules.
Though we will not prove it here, it is straightforward to show that if all the
proof rules are sound, then the sequent for a valid proof is indeed valid.
2.2

Proof Rules

To simplify the notation, we write ; to denote [ f g for the assumptions.
This notation also implies that 62 .
The most basi rule is the assumption axiom. This and other rules needed
for a simple proof-produ ing SAT solver are shown below.
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In the pseudo- ode, these rules are used as fun tion alls whi h take the
premises and, possibly, some additional parameters, and return the on lusion
sequent. For instan e, assume() takes  as an argument and returns the sequent  `  as the result. Similarly, aseSplit(s1 ; s2 ; ) is an appli ation of
the aseSplit rule with premises s1 and s2 . The parameter identi es whi h
assumptions to eliminate from s1 and s2 . A all to simplify(; ) takes the set
of premises  = f i ` i j i 2 f0 : : : ngg as its rst parameter, and the formula
 to be simpli ed as its se ond parameter. It returns a sequent for  $  where
 is obtained by repla ing all instan es of the literals in  by true (and their
negations by false) and applying obvious Boolean simpli ations to the result.
Note that the premises must be of a ertain form in order for the rule to
be sound. Our implementation in ludes an option whi h auses ea h of these
rules to verify at run-time that its arguments are of the right form and generates
an error if the he k fails. This provides a very eÆ ient \on-the- y" internal
soundness he k in the tool whi h an often be used to dete t soundness bugs
without the need for an external proof he ker.
0

0

2.3

Na
ive SAT solver with proof produ tion.

A simple SAT solver an be onstru ted using an algorithm whi h rst pi ks a
propositional variable
alled a splitter, assigns it true or false, and then alls
itself re ursively until the formula evaluates to true or false.
A simple proof-produ ing SAT solver using the proof rules just des ribed is
shown in Fig. 2. The pro edure he kSAT takes as input a formula  and returns
either a theorem of the form ` : or a theorem of the form ` , where is
a set of literals appearing in .
The he kSAT pro edure alls he kSATr, a re ursive pro edure whi h takes
as input a set of assumptions  (theorems of the form ` where is a
literal), and a formula , and returns either a theorem of the form `  $ >
or `  $ ?.
Both pro edures use a helper fun tion alled getRHS. This fun tion takes a
proof of  $  as input (for some  and  ) and returns the formula  . The
he kSATr pro edure also makes use of the findSplitter fun tion whi h takes
a formula and returns a propositional variable appearing in the formula.
0

0

0

3 EÆ ient SAT algorithms
The algorithm in the previous se tion is essentially an implementation of the
standard Davis-Putnam-Logemann-Loveland (DPLL) algorithm [5, 6℄. Modern

he kSAT() f
s := he kSATr (;, );
0 := getRHS(s);
0
if ( = >) return iffTrueElim(s);
return iffFalseElim(s);
g

he kSATr (, ) f
s0 := simplify(, );
0 := getRHS(s0 );
0
if ( 2 f>; ?g) return s0 ;
:= findSplitter(0 );
s1 := trans(s0 , he kSATr ( [ assume( ),0 ));
if (getRHS(s1 )= >) return s1 ;
s2 := trans(s0 , he kSATr ( [ assume(: ),0 ));
if (getRHS(s2 )= >) return s2 ;
return
aseSplit(s1 ; s2 ; );
g

Fig. 2.

Naive SAT solver.

SAT solvers like GRASP [12℄ and Cha [13℄ are also based on this same fundamental algorithm, but in lude signi ant re nements and optimizations.
EÆ ient SAT algorithms are based on fast manipulation of lauses. A lause is
a disjun tion of one or more literals. Most SAT solvers assume that the formula to
be he ked is given in Conjun tive Normal Form (CNF), that is, as a onjun tion
of lauses.
Fig. 3 shows pseudo- ode for an enhan ed SAT solver (without proofs). It
is similar to the algorithms in [12, 13℄, but is organized slightly di erently. The
he kSAT pro edure takes as input a formula  and returns either ;, indi ating
that the formula is unsatis able, or a satisfying assignment. The satisfying assignment is represented as a set of literals  with the property that if ea h literal
in  is true, then the formula  is also true. The formula to be he ked is rst
onverted to CNF. We do not address how to do this here, but the onversion is
straightforward and dis ussed in other papers, su h as [3, 11℄. The CNF lauses
are stored in the global variable , and then the re ursive pro edure he kSATr
is alled.
he kSATr takes as input a partial assignment (an assignment to some subset
of the variables appearing in ) again represented as a set  of literals. It returns
an assignment  whi h extends  if there exists su h an assignment satisfying .
Otherwise, it returns ;. The rst step in he kSATr is Boolean Constraint Propagation (BCP). BCP uses the stru ture of the lauses in  to dedu e additional
assignments that must hold in order to obtain a satisfying assignment for ,
and is des ribed in more detail below. It returns a new partial assignment. BCP
may dis over that some variable v is required to take on two di erent values by
0

di erent lauses in . In this ase, the returned partial assignment has both v
and :v and is said to be in onsistent.
If BCP dis overs a on i t, the on i t is analyzed to produ e a new on i t
lause. This lause identi es a subset of  whi h is responsible for the on i t
and is (permanently) added to , ensuring that the on i t will not reo ur.
We dis uss this more below. When a on i t is dis overed, he kSATr returns ;,
indi ating that the given partial assignment  annot be extended to a satisfying
assignment.
If BCP does not dis over a on i t, then the sear h for a satisfying assignment
an ontinue. he kSATr alls findSplitter whi h sear hes  for a variable not
already assigned by . If su h a variable is found, it is returned in . Otherwise,
; is returned, in whi h ase all variables are assigned, so the urrent assignment
is a satisfying assignment.
If a splitter is found, it is added to the urrent assignment. Then he kSATr
is alled re ursively with the urrent assignment. The result is either a satisfying
assignment whi h is then returned, or ;, indi ating that the urrent assignment
does not have a satisfying assignment. In the latter ase, exe ution ontinues at
the top of the loop where BCP is alled again. Be ause of the on i t lause just
added by the most re ent all to he kSATr, we are guaranteed that this all to
BCP will dete t an in onsisten y.
he kSAT() f
 := onvertToCNF();
return
he kSATr (;);
g

he kSATr () f
while (true) f
 := BCP(,);
if (in onsistent( )) f
onfli tClause := analyzeConfli t(,);
 :=  [ f onfli tClauseg;
return ;;
g

:= findSplitter(,);
( = ;) return ;
 :=  [ ;
0 := he kSATr ();
0
0
if ( 6= ;) return  ;
if

g
g

Fig. 3.

Enhan ed SAT solver.

We now dis uss the importan e and implementation of several omponents
of enhan ed SAT algorithm shown in Fig. 3: fast BCP, on i t lauses, so alled

non- hronologi al ba ktra king, or intelligent ba kjumping, and nally, good deision heuristi s for pi king splitters.
3.1

Fast Boolean Constraint Propagation (BCP).

Intuitively, the purpose of BCP is to derive all the assignments to variables
that logi ally follow from the urrent assignments without having to split on
any variable. The omplexity of BCP is polynomial, and an be implemented
very eÆ iently. Sin e the worst- ase omplexity of SAT is exponential in the
number of variables, redu ing the number of variables by BCP is one of the
most important aspe ts of the algorithm.
When the formula is represented as a set of lauses, BCP amounts to nding
unit lauses, those that have exa tly one literal unassigned, and assigning the
orresponding variable to make the literal true. This assignment may result
in more unit lauses, and the pro ess ontinues until either a ontradi tion is
dete ted (one of the lauses gets all of its literals assigned to false), or no more
unit lauses remain.
GRASP and Cha implement unit lause dete tion by having two wat hed
literals in ea h lause. As long as both literals stay unassigned, the lause is
guaranteed not to be ome a unit lause. If either of the wat hed literals gets
assigned, the lause is sear hed for another unassigned literal, and if one is found,
it be omes the new wat hed literal. Ea h variable maintains two lists of lauses
in whi h the variable appears as a positive or negative literal respe tively. So, for
ea h variable assignment, only those lauses are pro essed in whi h a wat hed
literal be omes false.
Learning the Con i t Clauses. When a SAT solver dete ts a on i t, it is often
the ase that only a small subset of the variable assignments is responsible for the
ontradi tion, and therefore, the same assignment will appear in many bran hes
of the de ision tree. A SAT solver takes advantage of this fa t by learning su h
on i t assignments, so that when they show up again, it immediately ba ktra ks
without having to derive the ontradi tion again.
Typi ally, a on i t assignment ontains exa tly one variable assigned at the
last level of re ursion (often the most re ent splitter). Other variables may be
either previous splitters themselves, or assignments derived from those splitters
by BCP.
A on i t assignment an be expressed as a formula  `1 ^    ^ `n , where
`i 's are literals. Sin e we know that the original problem  is unsatis able when
is true, we an state that  is satis able only if  `1 _    _ `n is true.
Noti e that has the syntax of a lause, so it an simply be added to . When
the same assignment is made again, the on i t will be immediately dete ted by
BCP due to the newly added lause , whi h we all a on i t lause.
Intelligent Ba kjumping. Ea h variable assignment has an asso iated de ision
level, whi h is the orresponding depth in the de ision tree where the assignment
is made.

When a on i t o urs, the SAT solver returns to the previous de ision level,
e e tively undoing all the assignments made at the urrent de ision level. Noti e
that if the on i t lause in ludes the most re ent splitter, then the negation of
the splitter will be derived by BCP from the on i t lause. Therefore, there
is no need to onsider the opposite assignment of the splitter expli itly, it will
happen automati ally.
In some ases, the SAT solver an ba ktra k beyond the previous de ision
level. If the on i t lause does not in lude any variables from the previous
de ision level, then the negation of the splitter is still implied in the de ision
level before that. Thus, we an ba ktra k to the most re ent de ision level in
whi h a variable from the on i t lause is assigned.
De ision Heuristi s. It is well-known that the order in whi h the splitters are
hosen an dramati ally a e t the performan e of the SAT algorithm. Modern
SAT solvers have developed sophisti ated splitter heuristi s that work amazingly
well in pra ti e. Examples of these heuristi s are detailed in [9, 13℄.

4 An EÆ ient Proof-Produ ing SAT solver
We now give a relatively detailed des ription of a proof-produ ing SAT solver
with the enhan ements des ribed above. Before des ribing the algorithm, we
des ribe the data stru tures used in the algorithm. Some additional proof rules
used by the algorithm are shown in Fig. 4.
4.1

Basi Data Stru tures

All formulas and terms are represented as DAGs with maximal
sharing of subexpressions. That is, if two expressions e1 and e2 are synta ti ally
the same, then they are physi ally stored in the same lo ation. In parti ular,
he king expressions for (synta ti ) equality is a onstant time operation ( omparison of pointers).

Expressions

Theorems Theorems hold a sequent
` , where
is a set of formula expressions and  is a formula expression. Besides the sequent, theorems may also
arry the a tual proof tree orresponding to the sequent (as a spe ial proof term
expression, not dis ussed here). The proofs are only generated when the tool
is requested to produ e an externally he kable proof. Otherwise, the sequents
are suÆ ient for the fun tionality of the algorithm. The metavariable s (for \sequent") is used to represent theorems. If s is a theorem whose sequent is ` ,
then getAssumptions(s) returns the set of formulas in , and getCon (s) returns the formula . To simplify the algorithm, we also allow a spe ial \NULL"
theorem, without a sequent or a proof, denoted by ;.
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4.2
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Additional Proof Rules.

Program State

The state of the SAT solver onsists of the following omponents. Some omponents are ba ktra ked, meaning that when pop() is alled, they revert to the
value they had when the orresponding all to push() was made. Ba ktra ked
omponents are marked with the sign.
y

 is a set of theorems alled assumptions, ea h of whose onlusions is a literal. These literals (and the orresponding variables) are said
to be assigned. All other variables and literals are unassigned.  orresponds
to de isions and derived literals.
Literals: literals is a queue ontaining theorems whose on lusions are literals (whi h are waiting to be added as assumptions). The fun tion all
pushBa k(literals,s) inserts s into the queue and the orresponding all
to popFront(literals) returns and removes the rst item in the queue.
Initially, literals is empty.
Clauses:  is a set of theorems, ea h of whose on lusions is a lause.  ontains
lauses that are part of the original formula to be he ked for satis ability
as well as derived on i t lauses. Given a lause expression , the fun tion setupWat hPointers( ) sele ts two of its literals to be wat hed literals
and asso iates with two wat h pointers indexed by i 2 f0; 1g whi h point
to these literals. Given a lause and an index i 2 f0; 1g, the fun tion
updateWat hPointer( ,i) is alled when the ith wat h pointer in is assigned. It sear hes for an unassigned literal in and updates the ith wat h
pointer to point to the new literal.
Non- lauses:  is a set of theorems, ea h of whose on lusions is neither a
literal nor a lause. It ontains parts of the original formula whi h are in
non- lausal form.
Wat h lists: Asso iated with ea h literal is a list of the lauses where the
literal is being wat hed. For a literal l, the fun tion getWat hPointers(l)
returns a set of pairs ( ; i) where is a lause in whi h l is being wat hed and
i 2 f0; 1g is the index orresponding to the wat hed literal l in . Initially
these lists are empty.

y

y

Assumptions:

4.3

The Algorithm

The ode for an eÆ ient proof-produ ing SAT solver is shown in Fig. 5 and
Fig. 6.
he kSAT. The main fun tion in the SAT he king algorithm is he kSAT
whi h, as in the algorithm of Fig. 2, takes as input a formula  and returns
either a theorem of the form ` : or a theorem of the form ` , where is
a set of literals appearing in .
he kSAT begins by initializing the theorem sets to be empty. It then takes
the formula to be he ked and passes it as a trivial theorem ( reated using
the assume rule) to addFa t, whi h partitions  into literals, lauses, and nonlauses. Next, he kSAT alls he kSATr whi h does the main re ursive sear h.
If he kSATr returns ;, then this means that  is satis able under the set of
assumptions ontained in , so the simplify rule (followed by iffTrueElim)
an be used to get a theorem of the appropriate form. If he kSATr does not
return ;, then it must return a theorem whose on lusion is ?. Sin e  is assumed
in the rst all to addFa t, any derivation of ? returned by he kSATr will also
ontain  as an assumption, so we an use the notIntro rule to derive a theorem
whose on lusion is :.

a theorem s and gures out where to put it. It
rst assigns  to be the on lusion of the theorem. If  is a onjun tion, then s is
split using the onjun tion elimination rules and addFa t alls itself re ursively.
If  is a literal, s gets pushed onto the literal queue. If  is a lause, s gets added
to the set  of lauses. Otherwise, s is added to the set  of non- lauses.

addFa t. addFa t takes as input

he kSATr . he kSATr is similar to the pro edure of the same name in Fig. 3.
It starts by alling BCP whi h gures out additional assignments whi h are
implied by the urrent set of assignments. If BCP does not return ;, it means
that an in onsisten y was dete ted and the return value is a proof of ? from the
urrent set of assumptions. In this ase, the urrent ontext is in onsistent, so
there is no need to sear h further along the urrent bran h. The theorem proving
? is returned.
If BCP does not dete t an in onsisten y, then we ontinue the sear h for a
satisfying assignment by nding a splitter. The fun tion findSplitter an look
for a splitter in either the set of lauses  or the set of non- lauses . In our implementation, ndSplitter rst uses a depth- rst sear h to nd splitters from .
When all the literals in  have been assigned, it then uses a Cha -like heuristi
to pi k splitters from . There are ertainly more sophisti ated heuristi s that
ould be used and investigating these is part of our urrent resear h.
If no splitter an be found, he kSATr returns ; to indi ate that the urrent
set of assumptions onstitutes a satisfying assignment. Otherwise, the ba ktra ked state ( and literals) is saved by alling push(). Then, the splitter
is added to the set of assigned literals by alling addFa t and he kSATr is

he kSAT() f
 :=  :=  := ;;
addFa t(assume());
s := he kSATr ();
if (s = ;) return iffTrueElim(simplify(,));
return notIntro(s,);
g

addFa t(s) f
 := getCon (s);
if (isConjun tion()) f
addFa t(andElimLeft(s));
addFa t(andElimRight(s));
g

(isLiteral()) pushBa k(literals,
(isClause()) f
 :=  [ fsg;
setupWat hPointers(getCon (s));

else if

s);

else if

g

else

 :=  [ fsg;

g

he kSATr () f
while (true) f
s := BCP();
if (s 6= ;) return s;
:= findSplitter();
if ( = ;) return ;;
push();
addFa t(assume( ));
s := he kSATr ();
if (s = ;) return s;
pop();
if (ba kJump(s)) return s;
addFa t(notIntro(s,getLastAssumption(s)));
g
g

Fig. 5.

Enhan ed SAT solver with proofs.

alled re ursively. If the result is ; indi ating that a satisfying assignment was
found, then he kSATr returns without alling pop() to preserve the satisfying
assignment.
The other possibility is that the re ursive all results in a proof of ? from
some subset of the urrent assumptions. In this ase, we rst he k for the
possibility of intelligent ba kjumping. The fun tion ba kJump(s) returns true if
none of the assumptions in s (ex luding the most re ently assigned assumption)
were assigned in the urrent re ursion level (sin e the most re ent a tive all to
push). In this ase, the theorem s an be used to derive a literal in the previous
re ursion level, and is thus returned.
If ba kJump(s) returns false, then the notIntro rule an be used to derive
the negation of the most re ent assumption in s from the others, and he kSATr
starts over at the top of the loop.
BCP() f
in onsistent := false;
while (:in onsistent) f
s := popFront(literals);
 :=  [ fsg;
l := getCon (s);
w := getWat hPointers(l);
forea h ( ,i)2 w f
updateWat hPointers( ,i);
if (isUnsat( )) f
in onsistent := true;
unsatClause := ;
g

else if

(isUnit( )) addFa t(unitProp( ));

g
g

if (:in onsistent)

f

s 2  f
s := iffMP(s ,simplify(,getCon (s )));
if (getCon (s)= ?) return s;

forea h

g

return ;;
g

onfli t = pro essImplGraph(unsatClause);
addFa t( onfli tClause( onfli t));
return
onfli t;
g

Fig. 6.

Enhan ed BCP with proofs.

The last part of the SAT solver is the BCP ode. BCP begins by proessing the queue of literals. Ea h theorem in the queue is added to the set of

BCP.

assumptions. Then the wat h pointers for all lauses whi h are wat hing the
literal are updated. If any of these lauses be ome unsatis able (all its literals
are assigned false), the in onsistent ag is set and the in onsistent lause is
stored in unsatClause. If any of these lauses be omes a unit lause, then the
unitProp rule is used to derive the remaining unassigned literal.
On e all of the literals have been pro essed, if no in onsisten y has been
dete ted, then the non- lauses are pro essed. This is done by he king if any
of them simplify to ?. If so, a theorem deriving ? is returned. Otherwise, ; is
returned indi ating no in onsisten y.
If an in onsistent lause is dete ted, then the so- alled \impli ation graph"
an be used to generate a on i t lause. The impli ation graph is stored impli itly by the theorems in . We start by looking up the theorem for the in onsistent
lause in  and olle ting all of its assumptions. We then look in  for the theorems justifying these assumptions. This pro ess is ontinued until we have a
set of assumptions, at most one of whi h was assigned at the urrent re ursion
level (sin e the last a tive all to push). The all to pro essImplGraph returns
a theorem whi h derives ? from these assumptions.
Finally, the onfli tClause rule is used to turn the on i t theorem into a
on i t lause, whi h is then added to the set of lauses (implementing on i t
lause learning), and the on i t is returned.

5 Extension to Quanti er-Free First-Order Logi
Although the algorithm just presented only handles Boolean logi , it an easily
be extended to ooperate with quanti er-free rst-order de ision pro edures. In
rst-order logi , the atomi formulas are no longer required to be propositional
variables, but an also be predi ates applied to terms over obje t onstants and
variables. Therefore, we rede ne the notion of a literal to be an atomi formula
(a predi ate or a propositional variable) or its negation.
Sin e the atomi formulas are no longer independent from ea h other, purely
Boolean onstraint propagation is not suÆ ient. To over ome this problem, we
extend BCP to rst-order onstraint propagation (FOCP) as follows. Every time
a new literal  is added to , it is also submitted to the rst-order de ision pro edure. Similarly, whenever a de ision pro edure derives a new literal l, addFa t(l)
is alled. In fa t, if a de ision pro edure derives non-literals, these an also be
handled just by alling addFa t. However, in this ase the additional lauses or
non- lauses will have to be ba ktra ked.
Additionally, after ea h literal is submitted to the rst-order de ision proedure, the rst-order de ision pro edure may report an in onsisten y. If the
rst-order de ision pro edure is instrumented with proof produ tion, then it an
return a theorem deriving ? from some subset of the urrent assumptions. This
theorem an be then be used to generate a on i t lause just as with purely
Boolean on i ts.
The ability to produ e proofs from the rst-order de ision pro edure is thus
essential for enabling the eÆ ien y gains that ome from learning on i t lauses.

6 Con lusion
We have implemented a prototype of our algorithm in an emerging tool alled
CVC Lite. CVC Lite is a smaller, more light-weight implementation of CVC,
designed for experimentation and rapid prototyping.
For our experiments, we adopted the philosophy of using families of ben hmarks as advo ated in [4℄. We ompared the average number of de isions required
to solve the Boolean ben hmarks in the PC families (ea h ontaining 33 ben hmarks) of the hole4 and hole5 ben hmarks [4℄. We ompared z ha , CVC (in its
standard proof-produ ing mode), and CVC Lite. Though CVC has a fast SATbased mode whi h is essentially equivalent to z ha , this mode annot produ e
proofs.
ben hmark z ha CVC Lite CVC
hole4
30
31
800
hole5
149 163
25832
Fig. 7.

Comparison of the number of de isions.

Clearly, CVC Lite does not quite apture all of the intelligen e in z ha , but
it is lose. When proofs are enabled, CVC does a poor job on Boolean examples. CVC Lite demonstrates that it is possible to implement a proof-produ ing
Boolean solver whose algorithmi performan e is lose to that of a highly tuned
non-proof-produ ing solver.
Be ause our prototype implementation has not been tuned for run-time performan e, we did not ompare run-times. However based on [17℄ as well as our
previous experien e with CVC, proof-produ tion only adds a small onstant
overhead to the underlying algorithm (the reason CVC is so mu h slower in
proof-produ tion mode is that it is not using the eÆ ient SAT algorithms, not
be ause proof-produ tion adds a lot of overhead). Also, the optimizations enabled by proof produ tion typi ally lead to an exponential speedup, so a small
amount of overhead is reasonable.
As already mentioned, one important area of ongoing resear h is investigating
de ision heuristi s for ombined lausal and non- lausal formulas. An obvious
question is: why not just onvert everything to CNF? Although this is possible
for purely Boolean formulas, it often degrades performan e of some non-Boolean
test ases (this problem is also mentioned in [3℄). We are working on de ision
heuristi s whi h perform well on both Boolean and non-Boolean test ases.
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